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Perspective Taking Resources for 
Parents & Educators

Tara Eddy, M.S., PPS, NCSP
Licensed Educational Psychologist
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Resources/Activities for Primary School
*BEST IN PAIRS OR A SMALL GROUP
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6 BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR PRIMARY SCHOOL CHILDREN

1. Stand in My Shoes
2. The Pain and the Great One by 

Judy Blume.
3. The True Story of the Three 

Little Pigs by Jon Scieszka.
4. The Bedspread by Sylvia Fair.
5. Bea and Mr. Jones by Amy 

Schwartz.
6. Through Grandpa’s Eyes by 

Patricia MacLachlan.
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Perspective Taking Book Descriptions (Primary School)
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Perspective Taking Book Descriptions (Primary School)
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Defining the 5 Steps of Being with Others, by Michelle Garcia Winner

Step 1: I notice the social situation and the people in it. I am also aware that you are doing the same 
thing.

Step 2: In each social situation, I am aware that I am thinking about you and that you may be thinking 
about me.

Step 3: I think about why you and others are here, what each of you are thinking or feeling, what you 
are doing, and/or why you may be doing it. I am trying to figure out your motive, intention, or plan.

Step 4: I also realize you may be thinking about (or just noticing) me (and others in the situation), why 
each of us is in the social situation, what we each may be thinking, feeling, or planning, based on what I 
or others say or do to try and figure out our motives, intentions, or plans.

Step 5: I monitor and possibly adjust what I do or say to try to keep you thinking and feeling about 
my actions in the way I want you to, based on my own social goals for the situation and the 
expectations you have for me in this context. You are likely monitoring and possibly adjusting what you 
do or say to me.
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Resources for Secondary 
School Children/Teens
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https://creducation.net/resources
/perception_checking/What_Do_Y
ou_See_Activity_OCDRCM.pdf

ACTIVITIES TO ILLUSTRATE & PRACTICE PERSPECTIVE TAKING
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ACTIVITY TO ILLUSTRATE PERSPECTIVE DIFFERENCES:  
(Cognitive perspective taking)

Write the word OCEAN down on a piece of paper. Ask everyone present to close 
their eyes for just one minute and let their senses take over as they imagine the 
OCEAN - see it, hear it, feel it, smell it. 

Ask everyone to write or share their thoughts or word pictures of the ocean.  How 
is each person’s experience different? 

Talk about how our personal experiences filter what we see, hear and imagine 
and we all have slightly different filters that help us make sense of the world. 
Our perceptions are never EXACTLY like anyone elses. 
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● What is the person feeling?
● What impacts how a person is feeling? Personality plays into 

situational evaluation but also recent occurrences..
● What actions or words indicate this feeling?
● Can you identify their feelings through words?
● What words would you use to describe their feelings?

Questions when Building Perspective Taking Skills 
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https://creducation.net/
resources/perception_ch
ecking/What_Do_You_Se
e_Activity_OCDRCM.pdf

Practice!
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5 BOOK RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
SECONDARY STUDENTS

1. Encounter by Jane Yolen.
2. Paperboy by Vince Vaxter.
3. The Boy on the Wooden Box by Leon Leyson.
4. Dear Bully: 70 Authors Tell Their Stories.
5. Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck.
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Perspective Taking Book List for Teens
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